
Luxury cup-cakes & Bouquet cup-cakes

Can't decide on a singular flavour or design for your cake, why not get a range of cupcakes instead?  
These can include your typical luxury cupcake, which includes a generous buttercream topping 
or better still as a series of miniature bouquet cakes, our flowers are available in a huge range of 
hand-pipped buttercream designs, made to specification including custom made coloured icing. 

Prices start from: 
£2.50* for our luxury cup-cakes 
and from £5.00* for our bespoke bouquet cup-cakes 
* per cupcake not including delivery. Please allow 2 weeks notice, subject to availability. Minimum order of 24 luxury cupcakes or 12 of the bouquet 
cupcakes 

Candyandgrim’s signature Bouquet cakes

Interested in one of our signature buttercream Bouquet Flower Cakes. Available in a range of 
flavours and sizes. Design your own bouquet of flowers and colour pallet. Each flower and 
decoration is hand crafted using delicious pipped buttercream rather than hard and less palatable 
fondant or royal icing. Cake side decorations optional. Available as a standalone cake or as a tiered 
cake. Layered with buttercream and/or ganache, as well as crumb-coated  in a generous layer of 
ganache

Single cake Prices start from: 
£65* for a 4x layers 4”= 10-20 portions 
£75* for a 4x layers 5”= 14-24 portions 
£85* for a 4x layers 6”= 20-40 portions 
£95* for a 4x layers 7”= 30-60 portions 
£105* for a 4x layers 8”= 40-80 portions 
£115* for a 4x layers 10”= 60-120 portions 
£125* for a 4x layers 12”= 90-180 portions 
£135* for a 4x layers 14”= 100-200  
* per cake not including delivery. Please allow 2 weeks notice, subject to 

availability. 
* Portions vary depending on desired portion size, a dessert slice (approx 5 x 2.5 x 

10cm) or a coffee slice (approx 2.5 x 2.5 x 10cm) 
* prices based on a round cake, price and quantities vary for square cakes 

tiered cake Prices start from per tier: 
£35* for a 2x layers 4”= 5-10 portions 
£45* for a 2x layers 5”= 7-14 portions 
£55* for a 2x layers 6”= 10-20 portions 
£65* for a 2x layers 7”= 15-30 portions 
£75* for a 2x layers 8”= 20-40 portions 
£85* for a 2x layers 10”= 30-60 portions 
£95* for a 2x layers 12”= 45-90 portions 
£105* for a 2x layers 14”= 50-100  
Please combine preferred combination of 
tired for total cost. Min of 3 layers 
* per cake not including delivery. Please allow 2 weeks notice, subject to availability 
* If you desire a giant cake, but do not require very many servings, or have a more 

limited budget, we can make some polystyrene dummy tiers 



Sculpted cakes

Pretty cakes are all well and good, but what we live for are challenges. Virtually anything can be 
sculpted (with some artistic license and cake engineering) in cake form. 
Our sculpted cakes however are not your off-the-shelf supermarket novelty cakes, or made from cake 
kits. our bespoke cake sculptures s are designed around your brief and include a pre-bake design 
consultation and are created in 3D cad before even considering baking. 
Cake sculptures can include everything from: hand sculpted chocolate, bespoke moulds, 3D printing, 
hand food-dye painting, gravity defying, sculpted cake toppers to fully sculpted cakes.

No fixed price* 
Due the the additional labour it takes to create a sculpted cake, quotes need to 
be created following a consultation or review of your brief. However to get an 
idea of prices please take a look at ‘our cakes’ case study page 
* Please allow 4 weeks notice, subject to availability. Prices do not include delivery

Projection mapped and animated cakes

If you really want to make a statement why not try one of our animated 
cakes. These can include: Projection mapping, Augmented reality and 
Zoetrope. Please check out ‘our cakes’ case study page, or our facebook, 
pinterest and vimeo for examples  
Although there are some suppliers around the world such as Disney Florida 
that provide projection mapped cakes, unlike the competition (who use 2D 
stock content for animation and apply to very Basic and dull cakes) we can 
produce tailor-made experiences using custom-made 3D content applied to 
even our most complex sculpted cakes. corrected to the audience’s point 
of view, with regards to 3D perspective and depth

Package 1: Creative ONLY 
prices from £400*  
If you have already sourced your 
cake and a projector, but need 
some help creating content and/
or mapping then this is the 
package for you 
* Please note this package does not include a cake, 
or av hire. We will need precise cake dimensions or 
better a 3D scan. simply use the free 123D catch app 
on your smartphone or tablet. Physical on-site 
support is not included in this package, this is 
purely remote support

Package 2: creative + av 
hire. prices from £600*  
If you have already sourced your 
cake, but want candyandgrimcakes 
to take care of the rest. Including 
content creation, av hire and on 
site instal/de-rig, then look no 
further 
* Please note this package does not include a cake 
or travel costs. Depending on cake design and 
venue limitations there are multiple av options/
costs. We will need precise cake dimensions or 
better a 3D scan 

Package 3: Complete 
service. from £900*  
We can take care of everything. 
For the most exciting experience 
combine projection mapping with a 
plain tired cake, which can be 
increased in size using dummy tiers 
for maximum impact with minimum 
cost 
* Please note this package does not include travel 
costs. Depending on cake design and venue 
limitations there are multiple av options/costs 

Package 4 the works  
prices from £1,200*  
Why not try our award winning 
combo, combining one of our 
sculpted cakes with 3D 
projection mapping, to create a 
truly experiential event.  
* Please note this package does not include 
travel costs. Depending on cake design and venue 
limitations there are multiple av options/costs 



Order form

Date of your event Number of guests 
or portions

Portion size Type of cake 
size, and/or tiers

Projection map 
package

Venue and/or 
location

Please provide a brief with regards to your desired bespoke cake design and/or mapping content. please also include images, clips and links


